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Appreciation Units in Secondary Mathematics. 
Is there any joy in Mathematics for t he average boy and 
girl? Several surveys have been made to ascertain wt,ere Algebra 
and Geometry stand in the list of fav or ite studies a mong the 
pupils in our high schools all over the country. The results 
have not been discouraging at all to teachers of Mathemati c s . 
Still I wonder if every teacher and every school boy and gir l 
ever connect t he t hought of real enjoyment with the usual text-
book course in Mathematics. 
My thought in preparing these unit courses in mathematics 
is t hat t here may be in the next few year s a place in hi gh 
school curricula for short excursion courses into certain parts 
of Algebra. Geometry, and Trigonometry, and Arithmetic also. 
Perhaps the course might cover only six weeks , but it s hall be oo 
arranged that little preliminary knowledge of the s ubject shall 
be requi red and the worl{ shall be easily wit hin the pupil 's range 
of interest and activity. Ther e shall be from the first , a possi -
ble accomplishment of the problem set, - in fact the probl e m shall 
be of the pupil's ovvn nktking and so the joy of successful solu-
tion shall be his. There shall also be a chance to see how 
IVIathematics underlies all our practical problems of daily life 
and how necessary it is in t he world's work . 
Basic Constructions in Geometry. 
Vfuen is a ruler not a ruler? 
Ans. 1 When-any of its corners are rounded or 
worn off --not square •' 
Ans. 2 Vfuen neither edge is metal. 
Ans. 3 When it is bent or cuNed. 
Ans. 4 When it is not marked clearly in inches 
and tenths of an i£££. 
Now the most ordinary use of the ruler is to draw a 
straight line. We may lay the ruler flat upon a piece of 
white paper and with a .sharp pencil trace a 1 ine by 
holding the pencil point close to the metal edge as it 
moves from left to right. This line is drawn at random on 
the paper and may leave any direction we please. The length 
of the line is not determined, and we may make it longer i n either 
direction of we wish and if the size of the paper 
permits. We may name the line by lacing a small letter 
upon it as line "a" 
A line of this kind is not particularly useful,--it starts 
from nowhere in particular and may never stop going--that 
is, it may be thought of as infinite in l~nS~h. The only 
definite fact about such a line is that it has a certain 
direction and that if it is a straight line it will continue 
i n the direction in which it started. We may find such a line 
as this on maps or sign boards tipped with an arrow 
to point the way, like t h is: 3?. 
But we find no lines in nature whi ch are indefinite in 
length nor do we make use of such lines in practical life. 
For real use our lines must start from one point a nd end at 
another point. This brings us to our first construction 
problem. 
r. ro draw a straight line between two point s. 
Let the given points to be named A and B. 
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Place the ruler just below t he points A and B to a llow 
for the p encil le a d and draw the line from A to B. 
~. line like this h ns pos s ibilities,--we may measui"e it--
t o some degree of n ccuracy . We may di v i de it into a ny 
n umber of equal parts . 1.'!e may met", sm~e it off on ano ther 
line. ' ~: e mrJ. y add it to, OP subtra ct it from another line. 
1e may use it in combination with other lines to form a n g l es , 
p olye; ons or other geometric fi gures. 
To the Gr eek s, a stJ•a i ght line meant even more tha n it 
doe s to us,--it took the p l a ce of numbers. rPhe numb e r system 
of the ancients was so crude a nd i mpossible that the v a rious 
operations , which are for us so e asy , they found qui te i m-
p ossible. ~7 e re present v a lues by fi gures, the Greeks 
rePresented them by line s egments . 
~ 
s-
rmyone will agr ee that t he line segr11ent s better represent 
rel a t ive s i ze . A d~ these two lines . Draw f r om some Point 
a stra i ~ht line of indefinite length; from t he stGrting 
o oint oJ t h is i ndef inite line me a sure of f the line 2: a t the 
~nd of this measure off line 5 , and the resulting line is 
the s1.1m of the two. 
Subtract the smaller fi'Om ·the lnx•ger . l:'!easur e off - the 
l a rqer on the indef i n i te li ne rm d then from the snme p oint meD ~ure off' the small er ,--the remainde P of' the longer line 
vlill be the differ• e nce 1;etvreen the t wo. 
::( 
Prof. Robert -8 . Rr•uce 
Boston TJniversi t y Lecture s 
-3-. -. 
This· tre~tmen_t aan be aE_plied to all positive ~ntegers,--
suoh o.ombinatlons as 11+ 9, 4 +-if, /;21- 5 +--i etc. Vii th -jfraotions we must first learn how to divite a line into equal 
parts. For the square root of' two we may use Euclid's method 
which involves the use of' the compasses or the use of" the 
right angle in an ancient instrument aalled the mesolabe. 
Let us see how the Greeks could multiply two lines to-
gether. Here we must have a unit and it is necessary to take 
a unit longer than the smaller line. Gall our unit line AC 
A 
t~----~------~~ 
Let it be required to multiply "a't by "b". .At any point 
P on the indefinite line LM erect a perpendicular. (Since 
we are not considering the use o! the compasses, suppose we 
use the eorner or the ruler !or our right angle.) 
. Make this· perpendicular equal to nan- ahove the line and 
produce it below till the whole perpendicular equals the 
chosen unit, AC. At a draw a line parallel to LM, (we could again 
use the corner of" the ruler ·at C.) Connect A and B by a 
straight l i ne which outs LA{ at 2. 
Then P~ i s ~he line which represents the product a b. 
The proo:r that P : a b lies in our proposition on similar triangles. 
Triangles which are mutually e\uianglular are similiar. 
By de:r·inition then of similar triangles they have the 
corresponding sides in proportion: 
Q. 
L1 A P is simi laQ to 4 A C B 
Then A P: A G :P : GB 
rj Or a.: d. E= jQ.: b 
o I a. 0 :. ':PQ 
Suppose we wish to digide rrb" by "a". 
L 
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Re pea t the former d i agr am except tha t line "b" is meas ured 
on L M f rom P and line A Q is produce d to cut the line f rom 
C dr awn par a llel to L M. A ~ 
Then A p A C-P , . n c B ... 
(). a ~ l=b c B . 
a X c B ~b 
c B:::::b 
-a 
The Geometry i nvolveo in these l as t t wo proc esses may 
be omitted. 
I have s poken of dividi ng a line into equa l parts. 
The comm on method requires the use of both compa sses and 
ruler . L.et us see i f v;e can us e onl y the ruler and a cc omp lish 
the division. For this we ne ed a set of parallel lines 
equa lly s paced f rom ea ch other . The most common ~amp l e of 
this is the ~ul ed page on which we a re writing . 
Re quired to d ivi de line "a " i nto five equa l par ts . 
Pl a ce the line by tri a l so t hat one end tou ches the 
first of t he ruled lines and the other end re s t s exactly 
on t he sixt h ruled line . The parts of "a" made by t he 
par a llel line s a re e qua l . 
There is no evidence t hat the Greeks us ed t h is s cheme . It 
is f requently used i n mechanica l dr aw i ng . Take a piec e of 
ruled tra cing paper and l a y it over the given li ne so that 
li ne 1 asses t hrough one end of the given line , and line 
6 pas se s through the ot he r end . Prick t h rough the tra ci ng 
paper a t t he poi nts where the rul ed li nes cross the li ne 
we are d ividi ng . 
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Suppose we wish to get a line which is i of a given line. 
Use eight ruled lines and divide the given line into seven 
equa l parts. Take three of these parts for the required f . 
There is another use of the straight line which was known 
to the Egyptians and used by them in the building of the pyra-
mids. This is the famous right triangle with sides 3, 4, 5 
or multiples of these numbers . They took a rope and tied 
knots at e qua l intervals unti l they had twelve units of l en gth; 
then they stationed three men at such relative distances that 
a triangle was formed having the sides 3, 4 and 5 units. This 
formed a ri ght angle bet ween the sides 3 and 4. The men stood 
at t e vertices of the triangle thus , 
It 
c B 
Later on, other groups of whole numbers were discovered 
which could be uded to _ give the same re sul t , and we finally 
have the famous theorem attributed to t he Greek philosopher 
Pythagoras. 
The square on the hypothenuse of a ri ght triangle is 
equal to the sum of the squares on the other t wo sides. 
There are sixteen triplets of whole numbers less than 
100 , not multiples of one another, of which the square of 
the grea te s t is equa l to the sum of the squares of the other 
t wo. This set is found in Bradbury's Academic Geometry, 
, page 86. 
3 4 5 13 84 85 
5 12 1~ 48 55 73 
7 24 25 65 72 97 
9 40 41 8 15 17 
11 60 61 12 35 37 
16 63 65 
20 21 29 
28 45 53 
36 77 85 
33 5.6 65 
39 80 89 
It would give good practice in multiplication to check 
up this li st by multip l y ing the first number by itself, the · 
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next number by itself and see i f the sum of these products 
equals the result of multiplying the third number by itself. 
Or if we wish to experiment in findin g squar·e root, see if 
the square root of the sum of the first two products is the 
third given number. 
une experiment should be made by everybody . Take a small 
ro.J:le and tie knots at equal intervals till there are thirteen 
intervals and then let three pupils place themselves in such 
relative positions that a right ang le is formed as in the dia-
gram above. Test the corner of a room or of the school plat-
form for right angles. 'l'o return t o our first problem, namely 
to draw a straight line between two points! There is one other 
p oint of view which we must take before we go to the other work . 
The two points given us, A and B were the points which located 
or determined our line; we needed no othe r s but we did need 
those two points. So we say that two points determi ne the 
position of a straight line. We also postulate or assume that 
only one straight line can be drawn between two points. 
In the work up to this .J:l Oint I have tried to show that 
some construction can be accomplished by the use of the straight 
edge alone. 'l'he two most common instruments of construction 
are the unmarked straight edge and the compasses. These two 
instruments became the only ones allowed in the science of 
Geometry when P lato and his school .made "the first systematic 
attemp t to create exact definitions, axioms and postulates and 
to distinguish between elementary and higher Geometry. lt was 
at this time that elementary geometry became limited to the use 
of the unmarked straight edge, and the compasses. 1~is took 
from the domain of elementary geometry, the possibility of con-
structing a square equival ent to a given circle \"squaring the 
circle"), of trisecting any given angle, and of constructing 
a cube that should have twice the volume of a given cube 
"duplicating the cube"). These are the three famous problems 
of the ages. 
Frob. II. In adopting the com.J:lasses as our second instrument , 
let us keep in mind the straight line of our fir s t pro blem . 
We will use a straight line of g iven leng th as a radius and a 
fixed point as a centre. Before using the compasses see that 
the tip of the po i n t and the tip of the pencil or lead are at 
the same level. Measure the g iven line and p lace the poin t 
of the compasses on the given poin r, . With this measured 
distance as a radius , swing the pencil around till a cir.cle 
bas been drawn. 
&nith, D. E. 
The Teaching of ueometry p. 31 
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As in the case of drawing a straight line between two oints 
we have a :postulate namely, 
A circle may be described about any given point as a 
centre and with any given radius . 
With this new instrument we can construct many geometric 
figures and study their properties. One of the most fruailiar 
figures is the triangle . 
\Vhat measurements do we need t o construct a triangle? Here 
is the first problem: 
During the World War many pe ople were driven from their homes . 
Some of them had valuables wh i ch they dared not t a l: e with them 
and they buried them with the hope that they mie;h 2' et1Jrt1 after 
the war was over and find them again . Here is the plun wh ich 
on~ refug~~ used to locate h is ouried treasure . From the treasure 
he ru as~ · d t he distance to a l arge boulder ,--20 feet, again 
f rom the treasure to a we ll in the field,--25 feet . Yfuen he 
returned to find the h i ding plac e h is problem became the 
following: 
Prob . III To construct a triangle when the three sides 
are given . 
o.-
Given sides. a, band c 
T·o construct a triangle . 
On an indefin ite line called a n:working line•t cut off a line 
equal to ttcn . Us e the compasses to measure line c. With one 
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extremity of 0 as a centre with a radius equal to line •b• 
describe an arc above the line. With the other extremity of 
0 as a centre and line "a" as a radius, describe an arc 
cutting the first arc. Connect this point of intersection 
with the extremities of "o" and the required triangle is formed. 
In order to oonvioe ourselves that no other or different 
triangle could be formed by these three lines, try the construction 
again using •a• for the base or first line and •b• and •on f9r 
the radii of the arcs, as in this diagram. 
\ 
I 
At first glance these two triangles do not seem to have exactly 
the same shape. Take them to a window and place one triangle 
on the other with the equal sides together and you will find 
that the triangles do fit together,--or out them out of paste-
board and fit them upon one another. 
When two figures fit together like this we say that they 
are equal o~ congruent and we have a statement about these 
triangles i~ Geometry which is as follows: 
If two ··triangles have three sides of one equa.l (respectively 
to three si des of the other the triangles are congruent. 
So we see that the refugee would have no trouble in 
locating his treasure if he used his measurements as we have 
used the given lines to construct a triangle. 
Here is his plan. 
0 
]'?)otJfb-e.Y l(V.e f( 
There are many problems which we might cal~ problems of 
•1ocat~nn~ which can be solved by this construction. 
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Suppose we wish to s et a flag pole on the l awn wh ich 
sha ll be 15 ft. from t h e corner of the piazza and 20 fee t 
from a pine tree near the gate. 
_ We should find two locations for our flag pole if the 
l awn is l arge enough. 
Suppose a carpenter wishes to bore a hole i n a rec-
tangular piece of wood which shall be 12 inches from one 
corner and 8 inches from the next corner. 
So we could multiply these pra cti.ca l problems indef-
initely. 
Now let us re turn to our two triangles which have all 
th e ir sides respe ctively equa l to each other. 
Respectively means each in turn as in our t wo diagr ams, 
s i de naif of ll I 
-=- side $ of Ll II 
.I 
"b" of 6 I :=. II m of A II 
II "cu of 6 I =:. It p of AII 
It' (_ fj s f7_ ' vt 
Since we find tha t thes e t wo triangles- will fit exa ctly 
wh en placed one on the other we concl ude that all their 
cor r esponding parts are equal, sides equal to corr es ponding 
sides and angles equal to correspondine; angles. We s a y t hat 
corresponding angles lie opposite corresponding sides. In 
these diagrams L A lies oppos ite side a , L-S · lies opposite 
side s , etc. Then since side a== side s , L A== LS tor t h ey 
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are corresponding angles of equal .triangles. The general 
statement is, 
If two triangles are congruent, their corresponding 
parts are equal. 
One of the most fund.amantal . oonstructions. with ruler 
and compasses is to erect a perpendicular . to .& line from a 
point within the line. Thi..s construction invo~ves making 
a right angle, for we define a . perpendicular as follows: 
When one straight .. line meets another so. that the 
adjacent·· angles formed are equal, .. the .angle.s. ar.e . called 
right angles and the lines are said to be perpendicular to 
.each other C... 
A B 
L A D C = L C D B and C D j_ A B 
Frob. IV To erect a perpendicular to a line from a 
point with the line 
Given point P in the ·· line A B 
Required to construct a line perpendicular. to A B at 
the point P. 
\'' //; '~ 
I \ 
I ' I ' I , 
I \ 
I 
A 6 
With P as a centre and any con enient radius draw arcs 
cutting A Bat C and D. With C and D as _centres .and any 
equal convenient radii of more than .. half . C D draw aros 
intersecting at E. Draw 1C P. Then E P.LA J3. 
Proof Draw 1C C and EJD,-dotted lines because they 
are not a part of our original construction, but . are put 
in to help us prove that the construction is correct. 
In the & 0 E F and P E D 
E P ::. 1 P by identity 
• 
• • 
P C == P D 
CE == DJ~ 
6 C E F ~& E D 
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by construction 
by construction 
If two triangles have three sides of one 
resvectively equal to the sides of the other, 
the triang les are congruent ~ 
L..E P C = L..E F D 
Corresponding ang les of congruent triangles 
••• E FJ_ J3 by definition 
Let us return to our diagram and consider only the part 
of A B c~lled C D. ~e obta ined these points by using P a s 
a centre and a ny conve nien t radius . P , then is the mi d point 
of C D or P i s equidistant from C and D. The point E is found 
by choosing any convenient radius greater then tc D and drawing 
arcs to intersect at E. Then point E is also equidistant from 
0 and D. And L1ese two po int s E a nd P .determined the perpen-
dicular E P wh ich bis ects C.D. Now E could have been in any 
other location provided that it was equidistant from C and D, 
still we should ha ve ha d two tr iang l es with three sides of one 
equal to three sides of the othe r and so our cons t ruction will 
always give us the required line perpendicular to the given 
line at the g iven point .. We s.ee too tha t every poin t i n this 
perpendicular bisector is equidistant from the ex tremeties of 
the line . 
Frou this we c onclude that two points, each equidistant 
fr om t~e ex treBeties of a line determine the perpendicular 
bisector of the line. 
Let us app l y this to one of the most fundamental con-
structions wi th ruler and compasse s . 
P rob . V To bisect a given straight line . 
Given line A B ',c:.-
Requirecl to bis~f· t A B 
./ 
13 
With A and Bas centres a+&- any convenient radius greater 
than one half A B describe arcs which intersect above and belov; 
the 
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line at c and D. Draw C D and C D bisects the line A B. 
Two points each equidistant from the 
extremities of a line determine the perpen-
dicular bisector of the line. 
We· have our two points C and D each ~quidistant from A 
and B and from our postulate on a straight line we know 
that two points determine the position of a line. Hence C D 
is the perpendicular bisector of the line A B. 
This helps us to see how we can draw a line perpendicular 
to a given line from a point outside the line. 
Frob. VI Required to construct a line perpendicular to 
A B from a point P outside the line A B. 
A~~~~--. ----~-------+~---B 
With P as a centre and any 
convenient radius greater 
than the perpendicular dis..; 
tance from P to A B draw 
arcs cutting A B at C and D. 
With C and D as centres and equal radii g1·ea ter than half c D 
draw arcs intersecting above or below A B at E. Draw P E. 
P E A B • Again both E and P are equidistant from c D. 
Can we make any practical use of these perpendicular 
bisectors? 
One day last week Mary went to spend the afternoon with 
her chum Helen who was busy making a work bag for her mother's 
Christmas present. The bottom of the bag was a circular piece 
of cardboard covered with bright silk. Mary was so interested 
tha t she wanted to make a bag so Helen cut a pattern of the 
circle and Mary took it home with her. Several. days went by 
before Mary found time to use her pattern and when she took 
the paper out she found that it had been torn straight across 
and the larger piece was gone. What shoul.d she do? The 
remaining piece looked like this: 
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If she could find the centre of the circle she could 
make a new pattern. 
Mary had this fact to work on: 
Every point in the perpendicular bisenctor of . a line 
is equidistant from the extremities of t he line. She 
chos~ three po ints on the arc of her broken circle, A, 
B, C and drew chords A B and B C~ 
Then she bisected these chords 
by perpendiculars. 
These two perpendicul ars 
intersect at the centre of the 
circle . 
We can easily prove that this point of intersection 
is the centre for we recall that our first problem with the 
compasses was to construct a circle with given centre and 
given radius. Every point then in the circumference is 
equidistant from the centre. Now every point in the perpen-
dicular bisector P 2 is equidistant from A and B which are 
point of the circumference,--one of these many points must 
be the centre of the circle. Similarly one of the points 
in the perpendicular bisector L M must be the lost centre. 
How can a single point be in two different lines at the same 
time? It can be, if the lj_nes intersect; and so, the point 
of intersection, 0, as the centre of the circle of which we 
had at first only the portion A B c. 
Mary was so proud of her solution of the diffi culty that 
she looked about for other problems which could be solve d by 
the perpendicular b isector cons t ruction. 
Out on the side lawn beneath her window her brother Tom 
had been working all the afternoon wihh spade and turf cutter 
trying to prepare a small circular bed for his mother's 
bulbs. He just c ouldn't seem to get a good circle. Mary 
ran down to show him her new pattern and Tom had a brilliant 
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idea .. He took three stone s a n d p laced them in a triangle 
a t t h e e dges of the ga r den in the positions A, B, a n d c . 
c_• 
Then he s tre tched t wo lines from A to B and from S to c. 
Hi s l] ro blem then be c ame the same as Mary " s and with t v.'o per-
pend i cul a r bis e ctors he found the centre of his circ l e and 
made the be d a perfect round. 
Now that we have d e cided to use t h e ~o mpasses to hel p out 
the stra i gh t edge we ought to s ee what we ca n do ~ith a n g l e s . 
The first ang l e of which we spo ke was the ri ght a ngl e and 
vJ e s e.rv hovt the E<J; yptain rope s tretchers 11h a r pe d onaptae" made 
their 3 , 4 , 5 , ri ght tri a n g l e. De a l s o l earne d t o c ons truct a 
ri ght a n g l e by u s e o f the c ompas s es when we erect or d ro p a 
pe r pe nd i .ular to a line. In the l a tte r c ase we ha ve made t ~o 
ri gh t a n g l e s at a point or we mi ght s a y that ~e h a ve b i s ecte d a 
s tra i Bht an g l e . 1 
A ~ I- !3 
The stra i ght ang l e A C B is bisec~ed at C by the line C D, 
mak ing the t rio right a ng l e s x and y. rt is often c onve nient 
t o b isect a n angle~ 
Proble m VII To b isect a given a n g le 
Given the a ngle A B C 
Re quired to b isect A B G 
With B a s a centre a nd 
any convenien t r a d ius 
draw a n a r c interse c ting 
B A at E and g c at F. 
With E and F a s c en~res a nd a ny c onvenient r a dius g re a te r t h e n 
one ha l f the ch ord E F d r a w ar c s inters e c ting at H . Draw H B . 
Then H B bi s ect s t h e L A B c . 
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Proof. Dr aw E H and P H thus forming t he tvJO triang les 
· B ~ B a nd R H F . 
R E ~ 
E T.T ... = 
B TT -, 
== 
,',4B 
B F 
n p 
B p .~ 
E H =-
By construction 
II f! 
11 i dentity 
~ B JT F 
If t wo triangles have t hree sides of 
one r e s pectively equ2.l to three s i des 
of the other the tri a ngles are equal . 
Then L. E R H == L - F B H' . 
In e qua l triangl es the a n gles oppos i te 
t he ·equal sides ai•e e qu a l . 
Thi s construction probl em is clos e l y conn e cted vri th the 
theorem concerning the angl e b i sector. ? very p oint in the 
b isector of a n a n gl e i s equi d i stant fro;;1 the sides of the 
ant; le. .,_·e can prove this l ater on . HeJ:>e is a n1•oblern which 
1· ust often l:Je solved by the men who pl'a ce our elec t r i c 
street light . There is need of ~D electr ic light 1 6 feet 
fran the Doint of i n t eJ:>ect ion of t wo streets and e qv_id istn.nt 
from them . 
CJ:o b e 16 fe e t f1•om the i n tex' se cticm of the stre ets a t 
~.! t .he lie;ht coulc~ be anywhere on the arc of the r;ircle of 
ra dius 1 6 feet with centl"e :~ . Rut to be equi di stant fT'Om 
t h e two stre e ts a l s o the light must be somewh ere on the line 
r~~ ~hich b i sects the angl e formed by the streets . Pl a ce 
the light then at the intersect ion of the ar c a nd the angle 
bisector ancl. vre fulfil both conditions . 
lilf e see that we can d ivi de any g i ven angle i nto two 
equal parts . Can we d i vide any angle i nto three e qua l parts'? 
Thi s is the o J.d ::md famous Pl" Oblen "To trisect a ::; i ven 
angl e 11 • It cannot be solved by the use of stra i ght edg e 
and compasses alone as we stated once oefore when speaking 
of' the limitations of Elementary Geometry. 
There is an interesting method of approximating the tri-
seation whiah depends up.on a faat in Geometric Progression. 
We know that if we have an infinite series like the 
following: t~i ~ t ~ ~ .---where the multiplier or ratio• 
is f, the sum of such a series equals the first term which 
we· will call 'tan: divided by one minus the ratio ,or n·rn. The 
formula is s- ()_ In this aase then the sum,~ --:2- • 
We then biseefthe given angle whiah we wish3td-tlisect,--
that gives us the fractionf, to that half we add sucaessively 
l~~· etc., repeated biseations. So we may approximate an 
ie whieh ~ is two thirds of the given angle and then get a 
f'inal bisection! There are certain angles which can be tri-
sected. Let is be required to find a third of a right angle. 
Prob. VIII First we must eonstrict and study an equilateral 
triangle. 
Choose some line of convenient 
length as a. base "a". With 
"a" as a radius and the extremi-
_ties of "a" as centers, describe 
arcs intersecting and draw 
lines to point of intersection from extremities of "a". 
The triangle formed is equilateral. The sides are all 
equal because theradii were equal to side "a". Are the angles 
equal? Try the following experiment,--Tear off the three 
angles and fit them ir:e. one upon the other. It will be found that 
they are of exactly the same size. Later on we can prove that 
these angles are equal. 
Another fac·t to be discovered concerns the size of the 
angles. 
Find the diagram whiah shows a perpendicular to a line 
from a point within the line. This is the figure which you 
formed in Problem IV_. 
* If f3 Smith, D. E. 
The Teaahing of Geometry p. ~15 
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Pit y our paper angles at ·oo int D on the uppe 1' side of ~ 8 . 
You vrill fin d thr: t they vril l exactly fill the EtnguLn1 sp ::we 
a t p oint D above the line t1 B . 'T'hi s means tha t the smJ of 
t he three equa l an[l; les of the equilateral triang l e is t h e 
sum of b '\ DC a n d CDB . Rut these ~on' e each right nnc; les as ue 
kno';! . .s o we conclude that t he sum of t hese tlu1 e o anp;les is 
t wo rie;ht nngl es a nd ea e. h angle is one t h iJ:d of t"ito right 
a ng l e s . 
Now -!J of 2 ri .r:;ht a n g l es ::. ~ of one right angle, Bisect one 
of the a n g les of fm e quiln teral tri n g l e a n d the resul t:tnG 
a n gle i s ~of a ri ght an e l e . 
t . . . bl -'- t . t 3 " . l t 1 -" 1 I, :LS p mssl _e ~_,o l 1 lsec -z or a r1 g.1. - an g _e a n t.t se v e r a 
oth er values in which we c an tise bisection. 
'"Je 8hall speak of a third i nstr•mnent l a ter on, --the 
·protra ctor; qn c1 we shall show how i t c o.n be usec'!. for me !J. sur i ne; 
8. n d fOP cons true ti ng an g le s of a g iven m .. rrnbei' of dec;r e e s . 
If we wish to us 3 this third of a right angle .,ihich 
vre found in Problem iii11 to trisect a g iven ri ght o.n g l e vre 
must f irst know how to appl y t hi s 811 g l e to t he 11 ir;ht angle . 
Thi s problem is stated as fo l lows: 
Proble1;1 I X At a g iven point on a line to construct an 
angl e e qua l to a g iven fill. g le. 
0 (].,_ 3 ff-----~~------_,~------Gi ven L a , 1 ine 1\T~ ancJ l.J oint C in 
Requ1red to constr•uct at ··)o int C l . R a n r:t ng le 
equal to L. a . 
1'f i t h v ertex of L.a. as cent Pe a n d any convenient I•adi u s 
describe an arc cutting sides of~ a. at E and F. Dith C as 
a c entr e and t he same r ad ius dr avr arc G Y: cutting CB o.t G. 
~:,l ith G as a centr e and r ad ius F':S cut the o.pc G"-:: n t n. 
Draw CF . The n L B:G!1 =L.. 1WF . TJ11 aw chord s -·~p and HG. 
il E OF =4 C TJ G . 
'Fwo tPiangle s V'lhich a re •nutu a lJ.y equilo. t e r a. l 
are equ a l . 
'l:'h en L. T! C G ~ L-E 0 F' 
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Correapondi:ng angles of equal triangles. 
The problem of the trisection of a right angle can now be 
solved by constructing at the vertex of the right angle on 
one of the sides of the right angle an angle of an equi-
lateral triangle. The remaining _part of the right angle is 
one third of it. 
This construction wo uld seem l ike subtracting one angle 
from another and .so it is. You remember that we subtracted 
one line from a larger line in similar fashion, namely by 
applying the smaller to the larger line. 
It is natural to wonder if we can carry this division of 
angles into equal parts any further. An angle containing 
of a right angle can be divided into 3 equal parts, and some 
other values of angles may be thought of which can be treated 
by bisection as t of i of ~ etc. of any angle as we suggested 
in the method of approximation of the trisection of any angle. 
Beyond this, namely division into 5, 6, 7, 9, etc. equal parts 
we cannot go in construction work. Any further division . of 
angles must be done by the protrac~or and we use degrees .. 
Can we double •any given angle or multiply it by 3 or 4 
or any finite number? We can certainly do this by means of the 
problem first solved, namely to construct an angle equal to a 
given angle. 
Problem X To double a given angle 
[3 
A~ ~~. ----~--~~--Given~BAc (. M 
Required to construct an angle at 0 on line L M equal to 
L B A C. 
With A as a centre and any convenient radius construct an 
arc cutting the sides of the angle at B' and c: With the same 
radius and 0 as a centre draw arc D H cutting 0 M at D; with D 
as a centre and chord C B as a radius cut arc D H at C and with 
same radius and E as a centre cut the 'same arc at F. Draw 0 F 
and t he angle D 0 F is equal to 2 Z B A C. 
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We could in this way . multiply the given angle by any 
fi n ite nUQtber. 
Problem XI To add one angle to another. 
--J 
' 
\ 
Given A and B 
and point C in li ne 
L M . Required to 
construct at C in 
L L M an angle A B 
With A cent es and any oonvenient e qual radius descrlbe 
acrs cutt ing sides of A a t E and D and sides of B at F and G. 
With C as centre and same radius draw arc H K cutting C at 
H. With Has centre and radi us of chord DE cut H K at 0; 
with 0 as ce ntre and F G as r adius cut arc at P. Draw P C 
Then P C H: A B. 
Problem XII Still another for m of the problem is t he 
follo wi ng : 
To fi nd the supp lement of a g iven angle. 
Suppose the given ang le when constructed at point C on 
line L M to be P C H, then P C is its sup) lemant. 
The adjacent angles f ormed by one 
striaght line meeti ng another are 
supplementary,-that is , their sum 
is equal to two ri ght angles. 
Problem XIII To fi nd the complement of a given angle. 
Gi ven L. A 0 B 
Required to fi nd the c.omplem~nt of '-- A 0 B 
I 
I 
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ConstructLG H P at point P in line L M~LA 0 B. 
At P erect P Kl... L M. 
'l:henL..K P H is the comple ment ofL.G P H. 
The complement ol an angle is the difference 
betwe en that ang le and a ri ght angle. 
In our construction problem so far we have considered li nes 
and angles se parately and-have found tha t we can per f orm most 
of the operations of Arithmetic u pon t hem. We ha ve found too 
tha t certa i n princi ples of construction a re very pr a ctical i n 
every day problems. 
In order no w to make mor e pr a ctica l use of our knowled r;e 
of construction we are going to study a new instrument,--the 
; retra ctor. This instru~ent is used to measure ang les. Study 
once more the problem of constructing an angle equal to a given 
angle. Here we us ed a r ad ius of convenient lengt h and the 
vertex of the ang l e as a c entre to 0escri be an a r c between the 
sides of the g iven ang le. This' arc is s a i d to measure the angle 
but it must have some unit of division be fore we ca n s peak of 
it i n def inite t erms of mea surement. 
The ancients thought that it took just 360 days for t h e 
se a son s to rotate and so they ca lled this period a year and 
divided their circle into 360 e qua l parts . This number ha s 
been r etaine d becua se it is divisibl e by many small numbe rs ,--
fro m one to 12 exceot 7 and 11--and ea ch sma ll di visi on of t he 
circle is ca lled a ~ a gree . I f you loo k ca r efully a t t he pro -
tr a ctor you will see t he se sma ll d i vision s on t he semicircle 
and there will be nadii dra:;,n a t i nterval s of 5 or 10 degr e es. 
To measure any given ang le, p l a ce the cen t re of the circle on 
the vertex of t he angle and let the edge of t he protra ctor 
rest on one sia e of t he angle then read the number of degre e s 
at the pl ace where t he other si6e of the angle cuts t he circum-
ference on the protractor. 
Let us construct an ang l e of 40 de grees. On any i ndef i n ite 
line pl ace the e dge of the protra ctor and at the p l acd where 
the fi gures indica te 40° put a point. Co nnec t t h is poi nt with 
the point whi ch is the centre of the semicircle and this li ne 
forms an angle of 40°. 
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0 
JD 
In the above figure we have made three measurements,--
two angles and a side included between the ang les. The 
ang les were measured by standing at A and at B and looking 
at the same object,--some tree or rock which was visible 
from both points. Su~pose a treasure was buried at this 
point. If these measurements were recorded could the treasure 
be located at a later time,--even if tree or rocks had dis-
a~peared? We can see that by running lines in the direction 
indicated by the values of the angles we should find a ~oint 
· of intersection of the lines which would locate our treasure. 
Stated in geometric terms we have the _tJroblem as follows :-
Problem XIV To construct a triang le when two ang les and 
the included side a r e g iven. 
Given side "a" and LB and LC. including side "a". 
To construct a triang le. 
\ 
\ 
\ C'--------1-
On an indefinite line cut off B · C equal to side "a". 
' / A y 
( ( I 
I I 
I I 
At point B cons~~r~u-c-t~L=B~, ~~L~-a~n~d--a~t~C~- -c-o_n_s-truct Le;Lc . 
Produce the sides of the ang les until they meet at a point. 
Call t he point A. 
t:J.A B C is the required triangle. 
This is the ty_pical triang le, -ABC wi th sides a, b, 
c, O.LJJ:)O si te t he ang les of the sa..-ne name. The .Qrotractor is 
not used in geometric construction but we can check the work 
by measuring the ang l es in degree s . 
Are we sure that we have forme d the only possible triang le 
with the given angles including the given side? Of course 
another triangle exactly like this one could be f or med on the 
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opposite side of the line B c. Consider the triangle A B 0 
that we have formed. 
Side 1 a 11 is equal to the given side •a• because we 
measured it. Angle "B" is equal to the given angle 1 B1 by 
a method~ of construction which we have already learned. '!'hey 
side 11 C11 can have only one direction which is determined by 
th~ value or siae of angle "B" and in like manner the side 
llb11 can have only one direct ion which is determined by the 
value of the angle 1 011 • Then two lines can intersect, or out 
each other at one point only. So we say that we can form 
only one triangle with these conditions,--in other words, a 
triangle is determined by two angles and the included side. 
This fact is one of the four earliest propositions in 
Geometry known to the Greek philosopher, '!'hales, one of the 
Seven Wise Men of Grecian civilization. Thales was born 
about 460 B.O. 
WoUld it be possible to construct this triangle if the 
two given angles did not adjoin or include the given side? 
In order to answer this question we must learn something 
about the sum of the angles of a triangle. 
Draw any triangle A B 0 and with yoUr protractor measure 
the angles. 
8 
The sum of the angles seems to be 180° or 
two right angles. 
Try the measurement of these angles in another way. Draw 
any triangle A B 0 and construct each angle at a point on an 
indefinite line. 
/ 
'\ 
A~----~--+-----~L 
\'-- c:. 
\ 
I 
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At point construct C and 
The third angle A will just fit into the rema 1n1ng a n gu l a r 
space above the straight line which passes through C... Aga in v1e 
s e em to find that the sum of the angles of the tri angle is a 
stra i ght angle or t wo right angles . We agree that the a ngul a r 
s pa ce at a point in a straight line on one side o f the line is 
t wo right ang les and we call this e.n gul a r s pa ce a straight anJ; le. 
As a rough check on this expe riment t ake a paper triangle, 
tear off its angles and place them side by sid e as in the figure 
above. You will find that the lower side of the last an c le 
f orms a s trai c ht line with the lo ~er side of t he f irst ang l e ,--
that i s , the sum o f all the a n g les o f the triang l e i s t wo ri ght 
angl e s . All o f thi s work i s e x pe riment a l to be sur e ,--it is not 
pure Ge ometry but we kno w that it can be p roved ge ome tri c a lly 
that the sum o f the angle s of a tr i a ngle is e qua l to t wo ri g ht 
a n g les. 
Pro b lem XV To ~ onstruct the third ang le o f a tr i a ng l e \;h en 
t wo a ngles a r e g iven. 
Given A and B tw o angle s o f a tri c:m g le 
To constru t the third a ngle. 
\ 
F irst method : At point 0 on an indefinit e line c ons truc t 
an ang le e qu a l to A and at the same point and a d j a cent to .::,_ 
construc t ·B. The r ema ining a n g l e i s t h e r squircd a n g le. 
L Angle C is the 
re quired angle. 
In connection with thLo- · p 1~ o blem r evie w problem X. 
Second method. On an indefinite line at it s e xtre mi ties 
cons t ruct L A and L B . Produ ce the sides of these angle till 
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they meet . The angle formed at the intErs Ec tion of t h ese lines 
is the requireu angle . 
LC.. 
Angle C is the required angle . 
Use the protractor to check your work in the following 
mann r : 
ls t :F'ind tlle nur.abe0 of degrees in the g i ven A c nd B. In this diagram , A ::. 3 1 
B = 8 0° 
L.... At-'- B = 111-o- -
Measure Con your construc ted triangles ,--i t cho~ld 
measl.u-e 69° . 
Probl em XVU To construct a triangle when a side and any 
two aneles are g iven . 
Wi th our d i scovery c;;.bout the sum of the angles of a triang le 
and our prob l em on finding the third angle oi' a triang le we c a n 
solve this pr~blem : 
Given s 1ae "a" ~ angle A and angle B 
To construct a triangle . 
A"'--- -- 13L-----
We f ind here a sid e and t wo ang l es one o:· v1hich must be 
opposite the g iven side . Our leLterin~ tells us this because 
we agree to unde1·s tand that ant;le A lies o:pp osi te side a 11 , etc . 
We must i'ind angle C in order to t,et our cond i t i ons as 
required in Pr o b lem }0! * Using either method as g iven in Pro1Jlem 
:~V I v1e f ind angle c. Our yroblem then becomes the same as 
Pr oblem XIV name l y . To con;:;truct a triang le when tv10 ang l es and 
the indluded side are g iven. 
Let us return n ow to the anc i ent trv. th of one of the Seven 
Wise :Men . ••A triang le is determinect by t wo ang l es and the 
included side .. 11 This is stated in our modern Gem. e tries E s the 
foll owi ng theorem. 
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If two ·triangles have t wo angles and the included .Side of 
one equal respectively to two angles and the included s ide of 
the other , the triangles are equal. 
Some P+Oblems of measurement are solved by this theorem. 
A group of boys were trying to guess the width of a river at 
a place where they had been swimming. They did not know 
anything about surveying but they had learned a little Geometry. 
This is what the~&did. 
' . 8 
Standing a t AA they s~,t.oss the river to a large 
rock , R which was just on the river's edge . · Then they paced 
off a distance A B along the shore at right angles to A R. 
This distance they· diviaed in halves at 0 and placed a stake ther e . 
At B they drew a line perpendicul ar to A B and they placed a 
stake at 0 , on this perpendicular in line with t he ~ take at 0 
and the rock at R. They then found that the angle B · o 0 
measured just the same number of degrees as the angle R 0 A. 
And so the triangles B 0 0 and A 0 R are equal for they have 
two angles and the included side in each triangle of the s ame 
measurements . TI1en they measured B 0 and so found the width 
of the river. 
There is another construction problem which will help us 
to measure the distance acr oss a pond. 
Frob. XVII. To construct a triangle when two sides and 
the included a.ttg/e are given. /' · G~1i 
I ' Given, side a, side b and the included angle C. 
Required to construct a triangle . 
In a working line cut off a line equal to line a . Call 
this line B 0 
At point 0 o~B 0 construct an angle equal to angle 0 and 
on 0 M cut off 0 A equal to side b. 
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The triangle A 0 B is the required triangle 
we can feel sure that this is the only possible triangle 
tha t can be constructed with the given sides and included angle 
because we made 0 B equal to line a; this determined the point 
B; we made the angle A 0 B equal to the given angle 0 and t his 
determined the direction of the line 0 M. Then we cut off on 
C M, 0 A equal to 11 b 11 and this determined point A. Only one 
stra i ght line can be drawn between two points and so t he l i ne 
A B is determined by the points A and B. Our ancien t Wis e Men 
mi ght h ave said tha t . a triangle is determined by t wo side s and 
the included a ngle. In modern times we s t ate this f a ct aa a the-
arum, namely; If two t riangles have t wo . s1d~es and the included 
angle of one equal respectively to two sides and t h e included 
angle of the other, t he triangles are e qual. 
Jacl{ and Henry wanted to measure the distance from end t o 
end of a pond not far from their home. 
~They stationed themselves at opposite ends of t h e . pond a s 
near the water as they could and then walked in a straight line 
to the point 0 which was a tall pine tree in a field. Then Jack 
walked on in the same direction as he started and stopped when he 
had doubled his distance. Henry did the same. The y then measured 
this distance X Y and this gave them the length of the pond. 
~ As in the problem of the river's width they found that the 
angle made by the two intersecting lines are equal. Then they 
have two triangles in which there are two sides and the included 
angle of one equal respectively to two sides and the included 
angle of the other. Thus X Y=J. H. 
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After completing this unit on Basuc Constructi ons in 
Geometry I had the good fortune to be given a c lass of 
thirty-five girls in a college preparatory s chool in Boston 
which corresponds to the eight grade of the grammar school 
or the first year of Junio :;' High. ' I found that one part of 
their course consists of some obs e rvational geometry ; they 
are expected to learn the names of the most common elements of 
geometry, -the line, the angle, the '~ircle triangle and other 
polygons and to make some e l ementary constructions. 
I have substituted for this work my treatment of construc-
tion and h ave tested out fuy work as far as I could give the ti~e. 
My material was written with a time limit of six weeks in 
view and I was able to spend only a~_, out four weeks on the 
course. C.o~J(~f,'l:tiJI was not able to tr:r ou t all my material . I 
found, too , that the girls t h emse1v0s developed some topi cs fo r 
me and sugge s ~ed new prob l ems so tha~ the work expanded and it 
did not seem best to hurry. 
There was i nterest all through the work· . After the first 
few lessons the class suggested their own problems a n d I h ave 
selec t ed a few of each kirid -to indicate the spiri t with which 
they took u;p the work . 
The first group of original problems came in conne ction 
with the co struc t ion of the triangle with three sides given . 
I will insert these her~. I have chosen only a few and have 
kept the wordi ·g just as they made t h em up. 
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I 
Some pirates looted a ship and decided to bury the treasure 
on an island. They buried it 10 feet from the west side of_ a tree 
and 15 feet from the east side of a rook. When the pirates began 
to dig up the treasure they found, after they measured, that the 
treasure could have been at one of two points. They dug at the 
two places and found the treasure. Can you find it? 
II 
One day I built a fire in the woods. It was: 30' from the 
southwest corner of my lean-to and 40' ,from a large blazed pine 
tree. I used the northern point. A week later I gave the written 
location of my fire to my friend for she was going camping there, 
too. J.ooate. the point where she placed her fire if she used the 
written direction. 
III 
A lamp post is to be placed on the curb 12 ft. from the south 
corner of a house and 16 ft. from the west corner. The house is 
23 ft. long. Where is the post? 
IV 
Plans were made to make an oil-derrick on some land in 
Oklahoma. As the owner did not wish to start right away, the spot 
was measured. It has to be fifty feet away from a huge rook and 
seventy-four feet from a sign-post, running toward the south. This 
place happened to be near an Indian Reservation, and if the Indians 
saw poles, where the derrick was to be built, some would investi-
gate the land and pull them up. After six months the man came 
back and began to build hie oil derrick on the exact pla.oe where 
he had measured it before. 
v 
I am going to make a few French knots on a doiley. They are 
going to be 3° from the centre of the flower in the upper right 
hand corner and 5" from the center of the basket in the lower left 
hand corner. Make a diagram showing where they will be. 
VI 
I am going to put up a croquet set. The two stakes will 
be 10 1 from my play tent, and 12 1 from the north corner of my 
cottage. One stake will be at the north point and the other at 
the southern one. Please make plane for me, using the scale 
' of 4 • to 1 1 • 
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VII 
If Ner~ury is twenty million miles north of t h e sun a nd 
t \renty t0 o million miles west of Venus , locate it. 
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The second [roup of prob lems were inspired by the storv of 
l,:ary and her work bc-,g and Tom wi th his tulip bed . That i s , 
the principle of the perpendicular bisector of a li ne gave us 
t he start for problems of the following types . 
l . To find the centre of a g i ven arc . 
2 . To find t he centre of a given circle . 
3 . Tu 1ass a ci rcle t h rou2.;h three :po ints not in the same 
stra i ght line . 
4 . To circt•rns cribe a c irc l e a bout a triangle . 
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I 
Mary has a piece of cloth which is a perfect circle. On 
the center she has to d rav: a bask et . To do this she must fine 
the ce nte r. Hog can she find it7 
II 
Tom, \·1ho knows quite a bit of geometry, wished to make a 
ci r cular fl ower bed, but he for ge ts to make the f lo ~er ~ed 
circul a r and makes it tria n gula r . How can he, by the use of 
ge ometry , make it into a circle? 
III 
A girl bought a towel to embroider for her mother. When she 
reached home, part ot the printed c ircle was eras ed . I f she used 
geometry , hov; did she find the remainder of the circle? 
lLV 
An artific ial pond was to be made in a y a r d three points 
were given, and in the center there is to be an outl e t. Find 
the hol e fer the outl e t by drawing a plan . 
v 
A group of boys had a hut and de cided they wanted to put some gla c: s in 
the only wind ow, s o they took a p iece of paper and cut it the size 
of the ~ indo w which was round . On the way to the glass cutters 
thei r do g got hold of the pape r a nd chewed away more than h a lf 
o f it. The boys we r e n ow in a fine fix. How could they cut out 
a ci ru l e just the size o f the former one with out go ing back to 
the hut? 
VI 
The Gity of Boston is building a water to ~er on a hill. 
There a re three stakes . TviO a re 40 ft . apart and t he thi1~d is 
35 ft. fro m the sta ke A and 10 f t. from B. The to ,aer is round . 
The stakes come at the edge of the to wer . Locate the centre of 
the towe r. 
VII 
11r. Jones had planned to enc lo se hi s bed of nas t urtiums v1 ith 
a circular fence . He p laced three rocks in the form of a tria n g le. 
After doins thi s he called hi s daughter , who is studying Geometry, 
to complete the f ence. How did she do it? 
l\Ieasurement and App:c~::.dma te 
Cor::pu tat i o n 
Triangle Prob lems 
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Measurement 
Not many years ago, a well-known insurance company h ad made 
a beautiful reproduction of the Declara tion of Independence . It 
was printed on i .mitation vellum and surr ounded by the sta t e se a ls 
i n colors and the handwriting of the text and of the signatures 
was very carefully reproduced. The company wa s ge nerous in dis-
tributing these b eautiful reproductions and the boys and girls in 
orie Boston school 1•oom were so proud of their copy that t hey decided 
to frame it. The boys i n t he manual train i ng department offer ed 
to make the frame if the members of the class would give them 
a c curate measurraents . So , wi t h the best r ulers they could obtain , 
that is, rul e rs with g ood straight edges and s~arp corrF':-·s, they 
pro c e e ded to measure the length and ~readth of the picture . 
The following r es'u.lts of measuring the lenggh were obtained 
when the f irst seven reported their measurements. 
7 14 15 13 31 
16"E in ., 1616 in ., 16 16 in., 16 16 in. , 16 32 in . 
3 
16 4 in. 16 ~ in. 
The children were very much surprised a t the wide variation 
in t h eir ans vvers when each one had. tried so hard to measure care-
fully . 
They decided to arrange these measurements in order beginnin g 
with the largest , then the next largest , and so on . In t h is way 
they discovered that they had the following fr act ior s to compare. 
31 , 
"3'2 
30, 
~ 
28 , 28 , 26 , 
"32 "3'2" "32' 
24 , 
"3'2 
16 
"3'2 
The last fraction seemed rather far removed from the othe rs 
and so they asked John to try again while the group wa tched him 
as he . placed the edge of the ruler c a r efully on the edge of the 
paper. When he removed the foot rule to make h is second measure-
ment he placed the edge the second time just a lit t le b e yond t he 
point whe r e he had stoped measuring and at the other end they found 
that he was slanting the ruler up a little instead of holding ~ t 
exa ctly horizontal . 
These two errors ma de them realize that i t is hardly possible 
to agree up on an exact measurment . The r easons for inaccuracy we re 
discussed and finally the class agreed 
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upon the f ollowing causes of errors in measurement . 
(a) The p l rcing of the measuring rod at Lhe beginning 
(b ) The se cond positi on of the meas ur int: rod i f i t is 
used more than once . 
(c) The ruler may not be held in a stra i t:;h t line . 
)d ) The ruler may not be str a i ght . 
(e ) The rul er may have rounded co rners becau;;:e it i s 
worn off. 
(f) The ruler may have been made too long or too short 
in the fi r st p l ace . 
After this d iscussion i t was de cided by the class that 
no measurement can ever be abso lu te ly corre ct be c· use of 
inaccuracies of r eading and be c au;;; e of f a:ul ty instruments 
of r.neat:uremen t ,- t hat is , ev ery measured nurnber is an a pprox-
ima t ion . 
How then shoul d the class de c i de U J:) 911 the most c.:.Cclll.~ ~ . te 
measurement of the l eng th of t he p os t er wh ich t hey were to 
frame ? Why not an averaLe of the ir most c c:~ ·eful mea~uremE nt s ? 
They exam ine d the set of f r ac t ions aga i n and de cided t o reject 
.To l:i.n ts measure and to take t he surn of t he other r' rc...ction and 
clivi ci E: by six . 
6) 167 . 
27 .. 8 
The fra c tion woul d be 27 . 8 
32 
Her e they found d iff iculty in de cid i ng about t he 
nwnerator ,-sllould i t be 27 or 28? S ince the nex t 11,s ure 
v1as e , - more than half a unit, they de c id.e d to c al l i 28 ; 
thie s ituation emphas i zed the . thought that the i r me c, [:urement 
ViaS at bes t an ap _:Jroximation (, £. abo ut 16 7 
8 
The next day a group of boys gathered in t he corner of 
the r oom a few minutes before nine o 'c lock . Jo hn seeme d to 
b0 the centre of the group and he held in h is hand a ruler 
wh ich he was ex1;lain i ng to the other boy2 . As so on as the 
Arit.hrnetic class bego..n one of the group burst out wi th 1 toh , 
is s A- - , John has a ruler that ca n measure t o a hundreth of 
an inch !" So John came forward and showed t he ruler "v'Jh ich 
l i s father had u i ven him ~leD he reported at home that t hey 
had been t r ying to r;1eC:ts ur e · he l ength of the p oster . The rule 
v1c:..s m;:,rked in i n ches and Len ths and hundredths of an inch . 
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or Gourse dOhn was the ~irst to try the new measure and you 
may be sure that he placed it more carefully than he did the 
day before for he didn't want his measure thrown out this time. 
This is the way they made a table of their results. 
Trial no. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
No. of inches 
16.97 
16 •. 87 
16.87 
16.93 
16 .• 81 
16.75 6)Iot.to 
16.866 
This is 16.87 inches i~ we round off our number to the nearest 
hundredth 'of an inoh. 
The class noticed that the decimal form of t he numbers 
made it easier to add the numbers and to find the average 
measurement and after some praotioe they did not find it any 
harde:r. to read the ruler marked in tenths and hundredths of 
an~ inch~than one which was marked in the usual fourths, eighths, 
eta. 
From their friends in the manual training department 
they learned that the better way to place the ruler is with 
its edge on the line to be measured and the ruler itself in 
a plane a.t right angles to the paper. In this way the marks 
on the ruler touch the edges of the paper on the line they are 
measuring and there is less error, for the eye does not have 
to carry aoross the thickness of the ruler edge. They learned 
too that it is better not to begin to measure from the end of 
the ruler but from an inoh or two from the end. 
Out of this experience in measuring grew an interest in 
all kinds of measuring instruments and a study of their use. 
Various members of the olass, fired by dOhn's example, brought 
yard sticks, meter sticks, tape measures and steel tapes, a 
aarpenter's T square,a draughtman's triangle and the teacher 
produced a pair of 4ividers. Those who could not bring a 
measure collected information about the measures. One boy 
had be to Washington where he saw the steel bar which is 
the standard unit for one yard. Another member of the class 
had been to school in France where he had been taught the 
metria system. He thought that inches and feet and yards were 
I 
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very ch1111s ;r me a sur'e s because there were so man y diffe r e nt 
n11mbers to u se a nd h e expl a i ne d to t h e class hov1 ea s y it 
wa s to rememb e r t he me tr'ic u nit s be c aus e t hey we r e a ll 
~lltiules of ten . 
< > 
One day t h ese t wo lines were dra·wn on t he hl!:t ck h o a r d 
a nd t h e cl a ss wer e as ked to tell whi ch is the lanc er line . 
Of course t h e majority were sure that the s e cond lin e is 
t he l ong er . ~ith t h e black board divi d ers the y m en s u r e d 
t he t n o - line s an d found thelil e qu a l. So t he y l earned t ha t 
t he e ye ca n b e decei v e<ft i n telling the length of lines 8.n d 
the·y found tha t a line ca n b e measured b y pu.ttin~ t he t wo 
"90ints ·of the dividers on the ex tl'emities of t h e line e n cl. 
setting these p oints on a line of i ndefinite leng th c a lle d 
a working line, t h us , 
c onstruct a line equal to g iven line " a 11 
On X Y, from point ~\ l a y off a line e qu a l t o segment n aH . 
'"l ith ~~ as a c entre a n d a r adius e qual to " a" S'Ning a n ar c 
vv-hich cuts -,r Y c:.1. t q . Then ~ r r; is t he l ine requi Ped . 
From t h i s beg inning t he class learne d to c onstFure t lin es 
o f ,z i ven leng t h , to a dd and s ubt r ac t line s egmen ts a n c, t o u se 
s qu a r ed p a p e P in mea suring line . 'I'hi s l a i rl t he fo u n da tion 
for r ef'.d inc s tatistic a l g r nphs and understa n r1inQ; v a rious k i n s 
of line graph s which oc c~ur in nac,azine art i cles and adv er -
tisement s . 
:·, 11 t h is p r a ctice in rc=.ad int; lines deve lope r'! .sren t e l'"' 
o. ccur.q cy in judgment a n c'i. t he cl a ss found c onsi r1e r abl e en.i oy -
ment in t esting t hemselve s b;r estir1a ting leng t hs of line s ,-
a t first on pap er , then on the bl a ckbo a r d a n d fina lly they 
tried one anothe r on h eights of rooms, or meu.surcment s of 
wind ows an~ d oors until ~ey we r e able t o j udge r a t h er clo sely 
t he oPdinal" y' rnea sureme nt s of comm om obj ec t s . 'llo c1o thi :;:; they 
hnd to bec r.me very fa1~1i li ar with our unit s of xnea GuPemen t ,-
t he fo ot , the y a r d an~ t h e inch . They pan se rt fr on line s to 
ar eas an d learned t o d r aw a fairl y ~ c cura te n icture of a 
s qu a r e foot divided into 1 14 small squ ores a n d a squa re yar d 
d{vi ded i nto 9 small s qu a r e s . On e group volunteere d t o show 
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a cubic yard made up of 27 cijbic feet and they actually made 
and .JUt together the 27 blocks made of stiff colore d. .J?a_l)er. 
Approximate Com.,l)utation 
After this excursion into the field of measurement the 
class were ready to use the measurements which they had learned 
to take. One of the most interesting fields for this work is 
in surveying. The boys had watched with great interest the 
work of a group of men who had been setting the boundaries of 
a tract of land near the school and they wanted to know a bout 
the transit,--t.1e three legged telesco.!Je they called it. They 
sent to ~lew York for a catalogue and found several l)ictures 
o f a surveyor's transit. With drawings and some help from the 
teacher they were able to construct a crude instrwnent for 
measuring ang les with two protractors set at right ang les to 
each other and a tube through which they could sight to the 
toy of a building or a tree. 'l'h.ey spent some time in sight-
ing for their angles and in learning the use of the .flrotractor. 
~n~le doing this they had to learn something about approximate 
computati on and rounding off numbers, for they found that they 
could never agree aboslutely on their measurement s . When they 
went out into the schoo l yard they found variations in their 
measurements just as they did in measuring the Declaration of 
Independence for its frame. 
Here is one grou,t> of measurements re,;.Jorted to the class 
by a co~nittee of five who were sent to measure the length of 
the fence on the south side of the play ground. 
4'7.8 
48.15 
47.5 
47. 47 
48.2 
feet 
feet 
feet 
feet 
feet 
Some pupils thought that they were able to measure to 
hundredths of a foot, others to only tenths of a foot. If 
we are to make all these five measures agree in ac curacy we 
must round off our measures to tenths of a foot or send some 
rrr6 the cormni t tee to measure to hundredths of a foot. By 
rounding off our numbers we mean that if the last digi t is 
5 or more we inc r ease the preceding digit by one, if less than 
5 we reject it. Rounding off our numbers we have, 
47.8 feet 
48.2 feet 
47 . 3 feet 
47.5 feet 
) 48.2 feet 
SJ239. 2 
47.84 
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Our average i s 47.S and we accept that as our mos t ac curat e 
measure . The last fi gure is not accurate,- - it i s only 
aJ.)..}rox i mate and this is true of the last fi gure of any 
measul~ed number. If we wish to round off this measure to 
the nearest foo t we say that the sou th fence measure s 48 f eet . 
It is certainly neare r 48 than 47. Yie see the n that if we are 
to add measured numbe rs we must consider only numbers of the 
s ame degree of a ccuracy , and have no incom.i}l e te columns at 
the right. Thi s exylains why our measurement 48 . 15 f eet was 
changed to 48 . 2 and 47. 47 was rounded off t o 47.5. 
In the measures as t hey were firs t given we fi nd that 
some were foun d to three fi gure accuracy a nd some to four 
f igure accuracy. By this we mean that the degree of accuracy 
i s determined by t he number of digits in t he re su lts and the 
posit ion of the decima l point does not coun t at all . For 
exam.b)le , the follo wing measurements are of t hree fi g~re 
a ccura cy. 8 . 44 inches, 72.5 inches, 0 .7 2~ inches, 0.005 
inche s and 8 31, 000 miilies. 
It i s nece ssary here to s peak of s ignifi ca nt fi gures . 
All the d i gi t s from one t o nine are significan t . Ze ro i s 
soEtetime s significant and s ome times it is no t sign ificant . 
1'he fo llowing s taterfle nt is quote d from School Docume nt no. 
1 9 , 19 23 , B _; ston Publi c Schools, Course of Study i n J.m thematic s 
fol~ seventh, ei ghth and ninth grades and is fo r i nformatiot 
of te a cher "to hel p decide questions t hat may a.i!.i}ear from 
time to time and to eX£J lain t herr! when good judgment wou lc!.. de-
cide an expla11ation necessary." 
11 Zero is always si gnificant when it comes lle twe e n t wo 
of the nine dig it s ; it is neve r significant when none of these 
ni ne digits comes before it; when it comes at the end of & 
number it is significant if it serves to complete the numbe r 
of fi gures that indicates the de gree of a c curacy in measure-
men t ; if it does not serve this purpo s e it is not significa nt. 
Thus in 30827, 500.3 and 4 . 06 the zeros a re significant; in 
0.329 and 0 . 068b the z eros are not s ignifi cant . The me t er is 
equal to 39.3?0 inches; here the zero is si gn ificant. A 
k ilometer is 3 9 3 ? 0 inches; here t he zero i s si gni f icant . 'l'en · 
kilometers is equal to 3 937 00 inches. Here t he first zero is 
signifi cant but the last zero is not, for it serve s sim9l y 
to fix the position of the decimal J? oint. 11 The zero i n 39.370 
inch•:S indicate s that there is a more accurate value of the 
meter in inches whi ch would g ive a fi gure after the zero . . 
Hence this zero is significant. The same holds when we mul ti 9 l y 
this number by 1000 by muving the dec imal £! Oint three v laces to 
the r i ght. But any further mu l tipl ication by ten adds zeros 
which merely serve to fix the decimal point and they are there -
fore not significant. 
3 
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In the multiplication and division of approximate numbers 
we must examine a practical case to decide what numbers are 
really dependable in our products or quotients. The following 
is quotetl from Teaching o:r J"unior High School Mathematics by 
H. C:. Barber, page 66. n-A. rea tangle measures 2.7. feet by 14 
feet. Closer measurements are 27.08 feet by 14.33 feet. Find 
the area, using in turn eaoh pair of measurements. 
27 X 14 : 378 
Z'l.lx 14.3 - 38'1.53 
2-7.08x 14.33; 388.0564 
The last result is the most reliable because it depends on 
the most accurate measuremtns. aomparing the second produat 
with the last, we see that the second is surely not dependable 
beyond the third figure. c·omparing ~he first product with the 
third, we see that it is at best not dependable beyond the 
seaond figure. In order to make our answers match the measure-
ments, the first area shoul~ be rounded off and set down as 380 
square feet. The second should be rounded off and written as 
388 square feet. By making still more accurate measurements, we 
could show that the third result is not dependable beyond its 
fourth figure, and that it should therefore be rounded off to 
read 388.1 square feet. These rounded results are the vest ob-
tainable, in each case, from the measurements. The figure at the 
right~- in eaah ease, are not dependable at all. as is shown by 
the fact that the more accurate results below them give entirely 
different figures in these right hand plaaes." The rule then is 
this: 
''"If the measurements are made to three figure accuraay, the 
results w'ill not be reliable to more than three figures; if the 
measurements are made- to four figure accuracy, the results will 
not be reliable to more than four figures, and so forth.u 
We learn, then that we must use common sense in measuring 
distances and computing areas; that is, we must not expeat our 
results to be more accurate than our least accurate measure. 
Simple Division 
Now one more point must be very clear to us if we are to. 
understand the principles of surveying which are used to stake 
out our city lots, to plan our streets and sidewalks and to 
measure our farms and government lands. This has to do with 
simple division and you will say that you know all about it. 
Perhaps you do know about it but pave you considered all the 
many ways that we may express division and do you know the whole 
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story of divisor, dividend and quotient? 
10;-5=2 
1 'f 2::5 
l0¢2.x :5 
10:: !)x2 
10 -5 2 ·~ 
10 - 2 5 .... 
Let us start with 10 2 x 5 and 10 5 x 2. 
We say that the factors of 10 a re 2 and 5 and it does 
not matter which factor we use first,--we multiply the two 
f a ctors to gether and get the pro duct 10. Now suppose we 
have only one of the factors and wish to fi nd the other, we 
get the division form thus 
or 10+2 =- 5 
This is expressed in a fraction form 
or 10 .. 5 r-
You know that a fraction expresses division. 
We will now represent 5 by x which may stand for our 
unknown factor. 
10 + X 2 
10,-:- 2 X 
lO :r:= 2x x 
10.::: X)( 2 
10 _ X T-
10 - 2 
-x-
Again take our multi plication forms first. 10 ~ 2 x x 
or say it this way "10 is 2 x 1s" of if 2 xts are 10 how much 
is one x? This gives us the statement. 
Take the form 10 ~ 2• We can't divi de 10 by an unknown 
X 
quality but we can mu ltiply both these equal things by x thus 
x )( 10 :;2x and we get 10 :: 2x~ 
X 
are 10 how much is one x? 
Then we say as before If 2 x•s 
That is 10 _x or 10 2- z-=5· 
Can this unknown take the place of the product? If we 
have the t w.o f actors we can find the product. 
x~5-2 
x~2=5 
x =2x5 
x: 5x2 
x. 5 
2 
X 2 
'5"= 
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In the last two expressions we cannot di vide an un.l,;:nown 
numbel~ by a lcnown number but we can multiply t hus 
X 2..:- 5 X 2 or X ~, 5 = 2 X 5 'ITX 5 ~, 
We get x = lO or x-10 
Try arrangements of these three element s of a division 
example with t he unknown in all possible places in the equation 
till you know how to find the value of the unknown under all 
possible conditions. Here are a few suggestions 
3a= 15 
12 
= 
7b 
15 
= 
3 
X 
Triangle -oroblems. 
I' 
a' ' 
,, 
Cf I 
a 
/II 
II/ 
A h li ~. :::;__ _ .aL..--f----':3.1-.-+-- -......4..1--- + -__:!L_.---,f /1/ 
~e are going to make some measurements o the sides 
t hese triangles to discover if we can, the value of t he 
fraction , or , or , vvhen angle A remains the same, and 
the perpendicular "a " moves along the side A c. Let us find 
a ruler marked in inches, and tenths and hundredths of an inch 
and we will read t he values as careful ly as we can . 
a . 52 b 1.18 a.. 0 . 440 & 
a • . 88 b' 1 . 96 
g:_ 
6/ 0. 448 
a" 1.12 b " 2.50 
~ 0.448 b ,, 
Q_lll 
1: a u' 1.48 b "' 3.34 7 0.443 
Average 0.44475 
~2-
You will see that our meas urement of side a in the first 
two cases has been a nuntber of only t wo figure accurc:-.cy and b 
is a number of three figure accure:"1..cy . Henc e our result of 
dividing a by b can give us an accurate result of only t wo 
r l [;Ure s . And this is shovm by the fact that our t ·to re su lts 
of division in t ria lsland 2 agree in the first t~o figures only . 
The final avero,ge of these four trials is 0 .. 444?5 or 
approximately 0 . 445 .. 
Now a ngle A has not cha nged i n value a nd we find t a t the 
v lue is D,bout 2~ 0 The ratio of the length of the Gide opposite 
divided by the length of the side adjacent seems to be a con-
ctc:mt value . --about 0 .. ~tJ 5 . Vie h a ve a naine for this re.t i o uhen 
::re are dealing with a right c:.ng le d triangle. We call it the 
tangent of either acute angle ,--that is , we call the r atio of 
the opi)OS it e to the side adjacent the tangent of the angle . 
Fro~ the diagram 
-,q_'l?LA _ a . 
-b 
From more accurate measureme nt s a table has been !!le.de out 
for the t a ngents of al l a ngles fro~ one to ninety degrees and 
if you look in this table for the tange nt of 240 you will find 
that it is g iven as 0 . 445. 
1
"/e Cc.n make up a table of 
the follov1ing way . 
A Jt!:i-o 
for a feu angles in 
Let .A 13 C be an iso scele ~ r:il -·ht trian§le ni th equc.l s i dec 
a and b . The a ng les at A and B wil l be 45 and the tangent of· 
.L • = T . Nov1 a :::b and so t tangent of 4 5° = 1 
A~~~~------~ 
Let A B A ' be an e~uilateral triangle with B C the pe r -
pendicular bisector of the base . Then each a ngl e of the triang le 
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contains soo and B C bisects the angle B. 
triangle A B C angle A :a C is 300. 
So in the right 
b=-5:- and 
or a-::.. tiC?- b 2: 
Tan A - Ga 
~ .( - 2.b 
C :::. a+ b 
That is , a ::.. V c1 - ~ 
'7 
a"-'= tc tr:r 
Then tan 60° =-!~c~t/3-=3 ____ ___._-13 ==-
0 
1. 732 
and tan L.A B C == a c.._ 
~ 
or tan "-30° ::: g;: tf"'J 
/l. 
tan t-. 30 =. 577 
2 
_j_ J!3 = .1 ~ /.'73 .2. 
3 ..:? 
I -
---lis 
Then tangents of other angles except zero and 90 must be 
worked out as we found the tangent of 24° by careful measure-
ments of the sides of a right triangle containing these angles. 
These computations have been arranged in a table and it is 
called a t able of natural functions. There are six functions 
of each acute angle of a right tri angle. We shall speak later 
of the sine and cosine and ahow how they are meed. -
2 ).:1..2..... 
.36 
Measure A0C and B C and find the tangent of angle A which equals 20 • 
Form a right triangle containing an angle of 40° and 
another with an angle of 700 and find by measurements of the 
sides a and b the tangents of these. angles. 
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Form a table, thus 
Angle Tan 
0 0 
20 ° .36 
•24 .445 
30 .5?7 
40 .84 
45 l . 
60 1.732 
?0 2 .'75 
'l0.5 2.825 
70.8 2.870 
71 2.90 
90 Infinity 
You will find printed tables of tangent. sine and cosine 
and in fact of all six functions in many modern school books 
on Algebra. Also there are separate books of tables which 
are used by engineers and s ur veyors. One of the most accurate 
is made by Hudson and Lipka.L1 cal l ed a Manual of :M:athematics. 
Perhaps you wil l find tha t your father uses this table or 
some other equally good. 
Sometimes the angle tha t we are using is found to be 
between whole numbers of degrees as ?Ot o or ?04/5 etc. 
Then we find the difference between the tangents Qf 
sma~ler and larger whole number ef degrees and take tbat 
fractienal part of the difference which is represented by the . 
fractional degree. This value is ~ded to the tangent of the 
smaller whole number. 
In the table above, 
Tan ?Oo 
Tan ?1 
Difference 
Tan ?0.5 
2.?5 
2. 90 
--:T5 
2.?5 
and t of .15 
.0?5 2.825 
.0?5 
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In the same way find the tan of 70.8°. 
You will see that as the angle increases from zero to goo 
the length of the tangent increases. This is seen by means of 
the lines which represent the tangent in a unit circle. 
A unit circle is a circle of radius one unit. 
Draw a circle of c 
~ Tan t...coc' ~ 7 1 11 t..., COC 11 -==- l1l.:. 
II J.. COC II ,. qj I 
and so on. 611 
radius 1 inch. 
In this case b always equals 1 
\ 
\. 
This ratio is one of t he most useful values in all Mathe-
matics. By mea ns of it and one other measurement we can tell 
the height of tall buildings or measure across rivers or find 
the distance to the Moon. 
Here are some measurements which we can make by use of t h is 
principle of the t angent. Let us find the height of the big 
flag pole that stands in the Public Garden near Arlington st . 
or the distance a cross the Frog Pond, or the height of the a i r -
ship , the Los Angles as it floats just over the State House 
Dome/ 
We will try the flag pole first. 
A·""-"'-.;..._~"-t-----f' 
e~ee E3JJ.o-:H tl1.e flat~ rJo l e n<:t l! ; l) is -tile 
~i~tance fro~ the foot the 9ole to some convenient spot 
-:~tl:.el~e "',-:.re r:.l.c:~ ·.v- sttlncl. . ··::_ie Vii ll 11orr p l o.. ce a t J~,_ c~ 11 j_l1G t~ x·1Jl~1er:t 
'7bic}"J :\'01.1. l1.ave p1.~obably R8':3 v;l=en they tell you that the;r a :r· e 
S1.1I'V Gy i nr~~ r:. ~) i e ce of l <::.nc, for C\ 1; lJj_ l d i nc; . It is c all e el 0. 
transit anrl is us ed to i·.1ea8UI'co an::;l es . "0.y !Jeans of Uo.e trcno :Lt 
'78 firv1 t:1o. t -.rhen •rre si n:ht UD to the tiD of the fln:-:.· staff the 
an '~l e · i :J 3 G degrees . - >:.\y :.:. - D t e el tr<~Je- ·-1ar~~ecl i n f~e t c.::c1 
tenths of 2 foot u e fi nd th2t the d istance ~ i s ?8 . 2 fe e t . 
r"1.J e S 8 Et. ·~_ - e a ll t ll.G :·.1e e. S , - ~-~ ,., ~ , t:) ·rd~ S ,_7 8 11. G 8 (1 f 01~ -::.re; ~ ~ : ""!. 0\7 ·t] l [ '_ t t l1e 
J.,nt io j_s tl.: s sa~·-1e for~ c.ll ri[~~lt: tria 11~~:1es C011t;nt n i ?l""':' · J}-i.e 
ansle 36° . Tn other uo r ds tan ~ 
;T')...,rt t value of !-;8.n /'. or tan 36° co.n be foun n. in t:>c +; L l; J e 
of tan3ents . Tt is . 727 . 
• 727 _ 8. 
~~78 . 2 
. '72'7 X. '78 . 2 ::: 8. 
n .= 5 G. 9 
Fel~e 1;.r e c e.n u.se OUI' ,-,n l tiplication 
a ft8r ~0 establi sh our first esti~ate • 
'78 . 2 
. ?27 
f)Lb :-74:-
1 5G 
fi•on left to ri .::;··· t 
. ,~ sti>;lf:l te 80:::. '7 =. .!:JG . 
10 
S ir~_ce o ~Tr r1 ea s1..1_1--:e ~ 1e11ts [lJ~e <)f tl11"lef:; fi :_~1.11, 6 s.eell_l~ ftc;::r 1.7e · 
can ha- e on l y three si s ni.ficant fisures in our nns~er s o we 
ron.n cl. off OUI' vnlnes to !50 . 9 . ''ovJ there is no :·-!:rs tery D.bout 
~ .1e o. S"1J l~ ill. ~~ t 1-:t.e }le i ~ ~-:t -~ o~L tl-l e ~·; 1'l e u t si l ... v er EJ 1J l D f 1 n·1 t i Tl:: .- h O"';r e 
tJ~~e '=S 0 l r! Cl1 (\ 0:1i_ e, i 8 -~J., e J~ e ':' r·~}le t ·-:·.i 0 ""'"'~.8 t?~ S 1)~--. e1~811 t S J, 8 Cll1.. i ~~e r1 are 
the h ori ;;:;onta l d i stance f'"O:'~ t he spot w:wre ~~ ou stan .. -1 ·co o. 
po i n' _iu s t 1>e1ov ·~he sl:.:i .. 1) p.ncl. tb.e G.n :).e f1,om tbo e 7e to t:") e 
s h in . ~his nn~le is culled the an~l e of elevation , an s l s A 
in i he dia3ram- is called the angl e of e l eva tion . 
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A~~------------~ 
Now the dist anc e a cross the Frog Pond . 
!3 
Sight across from C 
to B and run a line a t 
A= right a n g l e s to C B. 
Measure C A and the 
angle formed at A by s ighting to point B. Then tan A ~ ? 
We substitute our values as before and find a. 
This one principle of the tangent of an angle ·will do 
a lot of work . 
Suppose that we are on a cliff look ing our over the ocean. 
We see a ship off shore and want to know how fa r out it is. 
This time we must get the an gle of depression a t B . The 
diagram shows the angle that we need,- LB 1 ; i t is made b y 
____ --r-----,---;;>1 r3 the line from the eye 
· to the sh ip and the 
horizontal line from the 
eye. We also mast know 
the height of the c liff. 
' \ 
A c_ 
L B :: t-A . ·,Tan L A ~ J is our formul a and aga in we 
sub stitute our values. 
Sine and Cosine 
This tangent ratio is not the only useful ratio in 
this study of the right triangle. There are t wo oth ers which 
are well l{nown. For any acute angle in any right triangle 
the opposite side is calla~. the sine of the angle. 
hypothenuse ----
Sin A" referring to our dia gram a b ove. This ratio 
depends only upon the number of degrees in the angle,--not 
at a ll u pon the lengths of the 0 sides . So we ha ve a t able 
of sines of every angle from 0 to goo• 
The cosine of the angle is adjac ent side 
hypo t henus e. 
Cos A!!!!l b 
c 
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We could get the values of these functions by measuring 
our sides of the right triangles put we do not need to do 
this every time for a careful table has been prepared and 
all we have to do is to read our values from the table. If 
we have a fractional part of a degree in our angle measurement 
we take a fr actional part of the difference between the t wo 
nearest unit values. 
There are many pract ical problems in wh ich we must use 
the sine or the cosine of an e,ngle and if you have been 
interested in this short excursion into the field of measure-
ment you will want to learn more about the surveyor's work. 
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Summary 
Unit Courses in _Mathematics. 
I 
Basic Construction in Geometry 
The first unit consists of seventeen constructions in 
Geometry, so planned that each one develops from the preceding. 
The propositions used in these constructions are chiefly 
the three fundamental theorems on the equality of triangles. 
A few definitions such as perpendicular lines, complement 
and supplement of angles and congruent triangles are given as 
they are needed. 
The practica l problems are chosen from situations which 
might arise in the experience of any boy or girl of t welve to 
fourteen years of age. 
The work of testing out this unit with a class of thirty-
five girls of the eight grade extended over a period of four 
weeks and the results were. very satis.faotory. 
A few of the original problems presented by the class are 
submitted. 
II 
Measurement and Approximate 
Computation. 
An experiment made by a class of pupils in measuring the 
length of a reproduction of the Declaration _ of Independence 
shows how impossible it is to get an accurate. measure of any 
given line. 
The causes of error in measurement are discussed and the 
pupils learn how to get an average of severalmeasures as the 
most accurate one. 
Different kinds of measuring instruments are studied and the 
pupils practice estimating lengths of lines and heights of rooms. 
Approximate Computation 
The class become interested in surveying and construct a 
simple transit. 
Again, it is necessary to measure distances in making a. 
plan of the school playground, and the pupils learn how to 
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"round off" their measurements to the nearest tenths or 
hundredths of a foot. The meaning of significant figures 
is expl ained. 
In finding areas it is shown that the result of multi-
;.::: lication and division of measured numbers cannot be more 
accurate than the least accurate measure. 
An explanation or review of simple division is taken 
up to prep· re for the equation work in the Trigonometry of 
the right triangle. 
III 
Triangle Problems. 
To gain an understanding of the tangent of an angle 
several right triangles with one acute angle 24o are drawn 
and the two sides of the right angle are measured to 
hundredths of an inch. The ratio of the side opposite to 
the side adjacent to the . angle of 2 .6, ~ is found to be constant. 
Tangent values for other angles are computed and put into 
a tabular form. 
The rest of the unit consists of several practical 
problems involving the tangent. 
Similar work with the sine ~pd cosine is suggested. 
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Th e b oo ks listed nbove are thos e vrhich have been re""d f or 
t he · ·urpose of getting a clear understanding of the rnode~n kind of 
Fe.the(:tatics in se c ondary education . Sor.1e have hel:ped i ns e lection 
of tLe subject matter of the unit cou:cses des cribe d in tbe thesj.s , 
other h2ve sug~ested met h od of treatment . 
The lectures given by Prof . G. M. ~ilson at t h e School of 
Educat i on , Bos to n University , in hiE cour se on Curricu l um rak i n[ s 
Technique of Tea ching i r. rithme tic have been very hel-)ful a nd 
suggestive . Severa l cou rses in liathemat ics given by Prof . 
Robert E . Bruce of the College of Libera l rts , Boston University 
ha ve contained material for use of t ea che rs i n secondary schools 
an d I have g iven his des crip tions of the Gr eek uethod of 
c omputat i on by means of line segments . 
The Teaching of Geome try by Prof . David ~U£ene Smi t h has 
furn ished sug~ estions for some construct ions and a fe~ h i storica l 
f~cts were ta ken from his book . I have g iven re ferences i n the 
thesis t o s~ecific quotations . 
